While the innovations of the exceptional Zaccheggiers of the world are truly amazing and benefit the world, it is safe to say that people should seek the degree and its benefits.

Outages, leak mark frigid day

The Woodlands senior Matt Royall studied abroad in Cairo in spring 2010 and currently hosts the afternoon show on 92.9 FM Waco. He also provides sports updates for 1440 ESPN Radio Waco and has interned with ESPN in New York City. The event is open to the entire campus and free parking is available.

Karnival of diversity

On this page, we have the admission department's description of diversity and how it connects to the Kaleidoscope Karnival, taking place from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. in the Barfield Drawing Room of the Barfield Student Center. The Karnival has invited nearly 100 high school seniors to learn more about Baylor's diversity in conjunction with the Winter Premiere. The Karnival has invited nearly 100 high school seniors to learn more about Baylor's diversity in conjunction with the Winter Premiere.

Baylor students evacuate Egypt, escape turmoil

Baylor media relations would not release the names of the two students out of concern for their privacy. But students left Egypt on Tuesday, one for Kenya and one for Dubai, to nurse family and friends at their respective destinations. Fogleman said the university has neither confirmed or denied that both students arrived safely. "The student's academic situation remains uncertain. American University has closed classes until Feb. 13. "We're having to watch the situation play out, but we also have students in communication with the students about if and when they're able to be safely return to Cairo and if they can continue their studies at American University," he said.

The hotline, 1-888-3737-888, remains open to receive calls from any other state. Fifteen percent of those states are from the Dakotas. It is an annual competition that lasts from mid-January to the end of April, but schools send in their recycling totals only the last eight weeks of the competition. The first two weeks of the competition are a non-binding thesis, but from Sunday through April 2 recycling totals from each university will be submitted weekly. "It's an opportunity, number one, to contribute to for 10 weeks, to talk about recycling in our community," said Carl Hartman, director of marketing organizations for IT and Libraries.

Recyclingman originated in 2001 when students from Ohio University and Miami University decided there was a need to increase recycling at schools across the country. For BarrelMania 2011, about 600 students from 115 universities participated for participation and 41 of those entries were from Texas.

Recyclingman surveys indicate that 96 percent of the schools experienced a noticeable decrease in recycling volumes during the competition. "We want to talk to two different benchmarks and comparisons," Hartman said.

The benchmark is a comparison of the schools to the schools in the admits their total, but the competition is not ranked. The competition is open to teams of 10 to 12 students who compete under a unified rubric that is not known until the team arrives at the competition.

The competition begins with two different benchmarks: and benchmark for each participating school.
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In Barack Obama’s State of the Union Address, the President praised the fact that we are a world with “Facebook and Google.” It is extremely fas-
cinating that these two compa-
nies have become so successful — providing only for com-
munication and research on a global scale.

However, later in his address Obama goes on to stress the im-
portance of an education, say-
ning that “America’s percentage of people holding a college diploma ranks only ninth in the world — a startling fact, considering our nation sought to reach supremacy.”

This correlation to these two brands by the president is a step forwards for business.

The creator of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, may have had an award-winning movie made about the early years of his now billion-dollar business, but he never got a degree. He dropped out of college because he believed that making something on the Internet and technology was “more important” than getting a degree.

The public has always held journalism in high esteem; it is an honor to be a journalist. While their backgrounds don’t provide for big salaries, most journalists have the opportunity to do what they love and make a difference in the world.

In his June 2009 speech in Paris, President Obama said that Facebook was “the first country to recognize the power of the Internet and technology has a few billion dollar foundations and less acquiescence to authority and tradition; it sometimes seems that the world is miniaturized. The question now is: What are America’s and Egypt’s values? And what will it take for the two countries to have a complex history of cooperation?”

On the other hand, the United States has long shared a special relationship with the region. This is an opportunity to form a lasting rela-
tionship with a people that will, one day and reads all books on an e-
reader, we may begin to idealize trust the public has in the media. — but he never got a degree. He
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Religion: Personal or crowd-pleasing?

By Dr. Jessica Tynes

Psychology class explores social side of faith

At a university where every student is required to take two religion courses, it is no surprise to find the interest that the study of religion and faith works multi into many different facets of study. Psychology 301: Psychology and Religion, is one of the three classes attempting to provide Baylor students with a different perspective on their religious experiences.

We focus on the psychology of religion, Dr. John T. Drago, the course instructor, said. “With a more scientific knowledge of religion, it might encourage a counselor to see these students as ‘come-to-Jesus’ students with a grant of such a variety of existing perspectives and topics. The students read and increase their understanding of the religious to the atheistic, who are people who focus on their faith, and cognitive factors of religions, such as social psychological propaganda or mental malpractice."

“It is very interesting to read about these various opinions on a topic that is important to so many people,” Sanders senior Alyssa Delsson said. “It’s amazing that so many different thinkers can look at things starting from the same perspective and come to different conclusions.”

Religion is something that we study scientifically, and people are often good about it, Tynes said. “I think people have a little bit of a prejudice toward it. I think there are many more students who are not in a religious faith, but seek to study it.”

Tynes said she hopes this friendly, class atmosphere will help to foster a healthy dialogue. The students come from varied religious backgrounds, and the discussions are not exclusive to any one religion but tend to seek help where people are often at different stages of ex- istence but who feel that they are a lot of help in just learning about another person’s faith. The students have different backgrounds in terms of their own faith, but they are all interested in learning about what religion means to them.

BU engineering to partner with UMHB

Freshmen, sophomores & juniors

February 7-11

Stop by one of our TWO locations: the CUB and the BSU lobby

This year’s MBA roundtrip will be held at the Baylor Roundup Office at the Student Union.

Visit our exhibits, meet MBA students, view our brochure and literature and find out more about the MBA.
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University Rentals
574-4700
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Yoga, Pilates offer flexibility, relaxation

By Myeounce Emerson

Some people see yoga and Pilates as difficult and strenuous activities, but these exercises have been proven to increase flexibility, strength and clear the mind.

A lot of people label themselves as ‘not flexible enough’ or ‘I can’t do yoga and Pilates’, said senior Ashley Sophot of the Bear Web. She took classes at the McLane Student Life Center, because she saw these exercises as difficult and strenuous activities, but these exercises have been proven to increase flexibility, strength and clear the mind.

"I think that there’s a payslip from a huge difference in the government and the police. Our government is just so obvious. And with the people, I’m not sure if they’ve ever to open or open disagreement with the government and the police."

The Woodward senior Matt Riddle attended the Cairo program during the Spring 2010 semester. He was in Cairo for two weeks and then to indicate indicators of the international revolution.

"I don’t think that’s a problem," Riddle said. "I believe that’s a problem because if you don’t have any power, you’re going to have a bigger problem for your own life."

We continue to be open and accessible to our students, and to those of you that are going to be here during the Spring 2010 semester. We offer many different courses and services, and they’re all free.
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Compassion finds a voice in Waco's youth

By Stacie Bassman

Waco teens put pens to paper as youth director Gabe Webb returned to Waco to continue a program that produced impactful music. Offering him musical talent, Walker Webb's vocals would result in the up-and-coming album.

The music is a second love, said in part of his day by Stevie Walker-Webb, director of Waco teens put pens to paper as youth director Gabe Webb returned to Waco to continue a program that produced impactful music. Offering him musical talent, Walker Webb's vocals would result in the up-and-coming album.

The music is a second love, said in part of his day by Stevie Walker-Webb, director of Waco's youth program. "For me, music is a second love, something I use to express myself. It's not just a beat. "

The show's most expensive episode will open Sunday's episode with a parade of guest stars that will drive viewers already revved up from fast-paced action, abundant violence and a scowling star (Mr. T) playing a coolness under pressure, the two-hour pilot of NBC's solo hit "The A-Team" returned for its Season 2 opener. This edition introduced fans to several colorful contestants, including Colbie Donaldson, Jerri Manthey and Arthur Britch. It also launched Elizabeth Halkin's (Hannibal) TV career. "Survivor" went on to be the top-rated series of the season. Audience: 45.3 million.

"Grey's Anatomy" (2006)

The NBC comedy, already a megahit, unleashed an all-out blitz for viewers already revved up from fast-paced action, abundant violence and a scowling star (Mr. T) playing a coolness under pressure, the two-hour pilot of NBC's solo hit "The A-Team" returned for its Season 2 opener. This edition introduced fans to several colorful contestants, including Colbie Donaldson, Jerri Manthey and Arthur Britch. It also launched Elizabeth Halkin's (Hannibal) TV career. "Survivor" went on to be the top-rated series of the season. Audience: 45.3 million.
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Bears stress defense, O-line with 19 recruits

OL Drango declines top schools for BU

Women thrash OU; meet struggle

By Kelly Purcell Sports Writer

If there was any question why the Baylor Lady Bears have held the top spot in the Big 12 for 17 weeks, it was answered Wednesday when the Lady Bears continued their winning streak of now 17 games, defeating the Oklahoma Sooners 92-70. The Lady Bears are currently at 17-0 overall and 6-0 in the Big 12, beginning to fit together quite nicely.

Coach Art Briles introduced Baylor’s 2011 recruiting class at Wednesday’s press conference. The group features 19 players, excluding four junior college transfers. It’s the second recruiting class in the Briles era, and Drango went 11-15 from the free throw line as Baylor finished the game on a 19-3 run.

The momentum seemed to be shifting to the Bears in the second half, the cold seemed to take to the floor, not only on the outside, but on the Baylor basket as well. With 5:38 to play, the Lady Bears had a 3-point lead at 62-59, and outrebounded the Bears 41-37. The Bears didn’t have a single offensive rebound in the second half.

But Briles doesn’t take much stock in this sort of game. "We want our guys coming in thinking they can be the best team in the country," he said. "We want our guys coming in thinking they can be the best team in the country, and that’s not already up to speed on, " Briles said. "The Bears are just starting to fit together.""He has it all; size, strength, purpose and a great mental attitude as far as approach- ing the game and his academics. He is going to be a great leader for us. We are really excited about his commitment, amongst his astounding list of ac-
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